VIETNAM
October 22, Wednesday - Hanoi Vietnam
1303 Our first day in Vietnam began with a rickshaw ride
around the town. We recognize that this is clearly a tackytourist thing to do but it was quite good because we didn’t
have to watch where we were walking and dodge parked
motorcycles while we covered more area than we would have
otherwise by walking and we saw what daily commerce was
like in the “Old Town” of Vietnam’s capital city. Indeed,
they have everything available for sale except we didn’t
notice gasoline. When we returned to the bus together, our
guide, Hau, pointed out the sale of gasoline in 2 liter soda
bottles at the side of the road, much as we saw in Cambodia. For the filling of a bus or car, one
goes outside the central area to a more standard gas station.
1319 We then moved to the government area where we saw Ho Chi
Minh’s mausoleum and heard the “rest of the story” about the “George
Washington” of Vietnam. He was celebrated as the one who liberated
Vietnam from the French. Our guide explained that he had first sought
assistance from the US and Europe but to no avail. The Soviets were the
first who would lend a hand. Hence the revolution began in 1954.
1323 Nearby,
the headquarters
of the Central
Communist
Party and the
1324 President’s
Palace used for
receiving foreign
dignitaries.

1325 Ho Chi Minh’s temporary quarters while
his stilt house was being made.

1326 personal bomb shelter, about 3 feet in diameter, and which
normally did not have a lid. One stood in the shelter with your hat on.

1327 Ho Chi Minh’s personal
residence, built on stilts in the
manner of the Northern tribes.

1337 We listened
to traditional
music and were
introduced to the
uniquely
Vietnamese
instruments.

1344 One-pillar pagoda dates
back to the 11th century but due to
French bombing, was replaced in
the 1950's. Pagodas are used for
prayer and worship. Temples on
the other hand, are used for
venerating famous people or
ancestors.

1353 Banana plant flower
1354 Memorial to
American who was first
shot down in Hanoi in the
American-Vietnam war.

1367 The Temple of Literature where
the names of university graduates have been inscribed back
to the 11th century. The turtle at the bottom symbolizes
longevity.
1371 Sculpture representing a heron on a turtle, able to
survive floods by swimming yet can take to the sky. The
balance of nature, the yin and yang.

1373 In memory of Confucius, founder of Chinese culture
and philosophy.
1379 A sidewalk barber offers a haircut for a
small price. All that is needed is a tree to hang the
mirror and a box to use as a chair. I had my hair
cut in Saigon by such a barber.
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We visit Tho Ha village, a typical Vietnamese village. On the way we stop to see the farm and
the cemetery.
1383 Farmer working
the field

1385 Tending the plants
1387 Temporary
grave markers are
used for three years
while the body
decays, then the
bones are transferred
to an ossuary for
permanent burial
under the ground.

1388 Permanent grave marker and grave in the background.
1390 Note the brightly-colored houses. The custom in Vietnam
is to build high because the land lease is based on the frontage.
It is common for multiple generations to live in the same house
as the children care for their elderly parents while the
grandparents care for the grandchildren while the children are
working.
1392 Woman working in the field keeps
her face and neck covered from the sun so
that she looks fairer.

1393 Portable rice threshing machine.
1394 Large loads
are carried on
bicycle
1395 Gasoline
station

1397 Smoking tobacco using a water pipe.
1399 Woman do not smoke, but this 73 year-old
chews the beetlenut plant.
1400 As her teeth are worn,
she cuts and crushes the
leaves, linestone, and nut in
a little mortar. She adds
tobacco for a little kick. As life expectancy is 63,
why save your teeth?

1407 Rice machine
separates the hulls from
the rice kernel.

1411 Collecting water
hyacinths for pig fodder.

1413 The craftsman makes and sells the caskets and tombstones.
Another person does the mortician work.
1415 Carrying the produce to market
1417 Squeezing the sugar from the sugar cane.

1418 This little boat is powered by hand-held paddles.
1422 This
lady rows
the boat
with her
feet while
she
collects
river snails. The snails are removed from
their shell with a thorn from a grapefruit
tree and dipped in fish sauce before being
eaten.
1424 Typical heavy-laden motorcycle.
1425 Rice paper drying, this is used for making
spring rolls.
1427 Handmade rice paper
is the family
business. The
rice paste is
ladled onto the
griddle where it
steams for a few
seconds. The lid is operated by foot on a stick attached to the
string. It is then removed with a cylinder and transferred to the
bamboo rack for
drying.

In the picture on the right, you see a big smile on the lady. She knows that that’s one rice paper
she will not have to make. I too am smiling knowing that some Vietnamese man is going to eat a
spring roll with a special piece of rice paper, the one I made.

1435 One of the group asked the homeowner about the instrument on the
wall. He said that he played it and then serenaded us with a love song
that he played and sang while Lena accompanied him on percussion.
1437 I tried to do Mary had a little lamb
1440 He and
I then sang,
Juantanamera
together.

1441 We then smoked the pipe
together, don’t try this at home, I coughed.
1443 Ready for market

1445 This is a rice paper making
machine. The rice slurry comes out of
the pot on the left, travels across the
conveyor through the oven and when
it reaches the right side it is
transferred to the bamboo drying rack
on the lower conveyor that travels to
the left. The completed bamboo racks
are set outside to dry. The product is
then removed from the racks and cut,
bound and sold.

1447 Feeding soup to the boy for lunch.
1448 Meat for
sale
1450 small
horses pull
trailers

1452 we cross the river by ferry
1453 young children say “good
bye.”

1459 children going home from
school, children attend either the
morning or afternoon session so
that twice as many children can
attend school.
1460 bicycles converted to trucks
were not unusual though I bet
they were very common prior to
the introduction of the
motorcycle about six years ago.
1461 Our hosts at the home-hosted dinner. This young lady is the niece who attends university
studying law. She is 22 and speaks some English. Our host was a retired
government worker who represented
Vietnam in Mongolia in the Ministry of
Trade and Export.
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1466 A bi-plane cruises overhead. We had
not seen one of these planes since we were
children.

1470 Women sell bread at the side
of the highway for people leaving
town to purchase as gifts for
relatives. Ovens are not common
in the countryside.
1474 Outside of the city, everyone
has a job. This woman is irrigating
by scooping up water and
transferring it from the pond on the
left to the rice paddy on the right.
1480 Worms for sale! These river worms are
only available when the weather changes and the
worms come to the surface of the river. They
scoop them up and sell them for food. They tell
me that they taste good when mixed with eggs.
1489 Halong
Bay - When I
told my
friends that I
was going to
visit Vietnam, even those who served in the war said that it
was a beautiful place. They weren’t talking about Hanoi,
they were talking about Halong Bay. This is the junk on
which we toured the bay and slept over night. Three meals
were served on board.
1490 Though this
looks like a mountain
range they are
separate islands of
rock that rise out of
the sea.

1506 Even a floating bank is
found in the bay.
1513 This is a floating fish farm
where fish, prawns and crabs are
raised. It is run by a family of
eight. Though they have homes
on land, they sleep and eat on board.

Above, life on the fish farm, Viet
generally sleep on their backs on mats rather than on mattresses. (It makes intercontinental air
flight a piece of cake.)
1522 We went into a large limestone
cave with limestone stalactites and
stalagmites.
1531 Jim went
swimming in the
East Sea, as its
called in
Vietnam,
internationally,
the South China
Sea. The water was warm and due
to the isolated area and mineral
formations, it is 10% saltier than the
Pacific Ocean.
1533 Sunset on the Bay.
1538 Though this looks like flowers, it
is made completely of vegetables.
Prawns are hanging over the bottom
which we ate.
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1540 In the countryside,
a farmer tilling his field
with a water buffalo.
1542 Woman on her
way to the city market.

1549 Young woman grazing
her water buffalo.
1554 Taking 14 pigs to market
on a motorcycle. (I need to
start carrying more.)

1555 Farming in the countryside is done on small leased plots, mostly by hand.

1560 Threshing rice by machine removes the rice
grains from the stems. After drying, it still needs to
be hulled.
1569 The Hanoi prison
erected by the French for the
confinement of political
prisoners was referred to as
“The Hanoi Hilton” during the
Vietnam war. President
hopeful, John McCain was
held here. After the war, this
2/3 of the prison was demolished so that this valuable, downtown property could be converted to
offices. The balance remains as an historical tribute, primarily to the Viet freedom fighters.
[Ruth photos of main cell and solitary cell]
1600 The Eiffel bridge in
Hue, the second bridge that
the French made in Vietnam
1604 The Citadel in Hue,
home of the emperor.

1605 we
stop on the way to visit
boat people who live
24/7 on this little house
boat. They were kind
enough to show us their
home and transfer us
from shore by sampan.
1622 The gate house to the Citadel
1628 The middle area where the mandarins,
educated people, met

1630 The Buddha temple where
the laughing Buddha is displayed.

1636 The Austin vehicle that a monk drove to Saigon
where he set himself on fire in 1963 to protest the religious
discrimination against Buddhists. Temples were closed as
Buddhists were associated with Chinese communists.
1643 Buddhist monks, those with
the top knot are would be monks,
the second stage is monk, then
monk superior and finally,
venerable monk.
1657 This is a rare sight, a would-be monk is promoted to monk and his
head is shaved by his buddy.
1664 A man on a bicycle carries two
wooden wardrobes for sale.
1668 This women separates lotus buds
into their seed and the pod. The seed is
used for food and after it is dried, the pod
is used as a sleeping pill.
1675 There are nine cannons, an
auspicious number, none of the cannons
were ever used, they are ornamental.

1683, ceremonial drum showing the yin and yang, the symbols of balance.
This is why odd numbers are favored, they are the sum of an odd and an
even number. Even numbers are unbalanced, they are the sum of two
even or two odd numbers.
1687 the Imperial palace where the
emperor met dignitaries

1699 The lion-dog which is also referred
to, inaccurately, as a unicorn. This is an
example of balance and one of the
Confucius principles, that of power and
loyalty.
1701 Royal theater
1704 Royal palanquin
1706 Imperial library, one of the few
original buildings that remains
following the two wars that were
fought here.
1709 Restored dragon and phoenix,
two of the auspicious characters on
the Chinese circle of five.
1717 Making incense
1718 Making Vietnamese hats,
useful for solar protection, drawing water
from a river and use as seat.

1724 The nun who runs the orphanage we visited and which OAT foundation supports.
1725 Children in the orphanage.
1732 Sleeping quarters for the children.

1733 Infants in the orphanage.
1742 Even in Vietnam, children love to watch television.
1745 Older children line up for Buddhism instruction.
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1747 Children grazing
water buffalo
1755 Fishing boats

1766 China Beach, the South China Sea or in Vietnam, the East Sea. We stopped to put our feet
in the water and on the sand, the water was almost as warm as ours in Florida.
1774 Squid fishing vessel. As there is no refrigeration equipment, the squid catch is dried on the
roof.
1778 Basket boat used for one
person in the ocean, its small size
and uniform structure make it
easier to maneuver in the waves, it
is always facing the direction you
want to go
1786 We visited a marble carving
workshop.
1803 We visited this
Chinese temple where
Chinese merchants met
Japanese merchants to end
run the trade embargo
established by the Chinese
emperor.
1814 Japanese covered
bridge

1815 Old man of the sea, few Viet have beards
1820 Viet cooking
class

Hoi An
Champa kingdom
ruins from 2nd to 15th
century.

On our way to Nha
Trang, we stopped at this weaving factory, a family-owned
operation. Not up to OSHA standards but they produce white
cloth.

1877 Nha Trang
coastline. Fishing is
the economy here.
1879 Lobster traps to
catch baby lobster
which are sold to
farmers for one cent.
A mature lobster is
$50 per kilogram.
1882 Basket
boat
1886 Fishing
nets
1891 Pagoda
1893 Fishing village on Mieu Island
1895 Reverse swastika, a symbol of
the cycle of life for all living
creatures, a Buddhist image, birth,
growth, old-age and death.

1901 Man demonstrating how the basket boat
works.
1907 Woman using scissors to cut of heads of
small fish to be used as bait. See the bloody
water next to her.

1910 Children
are the same all
over the world,
playing with pots
and pans
1911 Barber
1914 mending the fishing nets

1915 Singer sewing
machine tailor
1917 Well for drawing
water, should boil for 20
minutes before drinking.

1928 Hon Tam Mini Beach where
we relaxed
1935 house with grove for cashew
trees

1937 cashew tree
1955 coffee beans
1957 coffee tree

1958 miles and miles of greenhouses for the production of
vegetable and flowers for export in Dalat, City of the Eternal
Spring, prized by the Vietnamese for its mild climate, this
was the site of the summer residence of Vietnam’s last
emperor, Bao Dai.
1959 Road work for Rob*

1960 Post office
is modeled on
the Eiffel Tower
1967 Bell tower
at Truc Lam
pagoda

1970 Blue shoe orchid
1972 Flowers were beautiful, with orchids and hibiscus almost wild
1975 sanctuary for meditation
1976 drum tower
1977 drum
1978 pink triple hibiscus

2013 Working in a
greenhouse
2014 Gerbera daisies in the
greenhouse
2015 House for five owners,
a family-owned business

2021 Coffee beans drying
2025 Green and red beans, red are the more valuable but it is not worth it to wait and repick
2027 Poincianas
2

028 silk worm factory had silk
drying on the clothesline
2029 silk worms make cocoons
2036 the silk is
liberated by putting
them in boiling water.
The silk is then spun
onto the rollers
2038 weaving the
thread

2039 raw silk
2040 making the pattern in the cloth
2044 pattern
2046 dying the raw silk
2047 using the fabric to make
garments

2057 back of a wagon going
up to the hill country Buoa
Chuoi banana village where
the Chil people live
2059 Chil children
2063 School where the government encourages children to attend, some don’t attend because
they don’t care.

2065 Classrooms
2068 78 year-old woman with baby
2069 Older children take care of the younger
ones while their parents are working
2074 One of the few mothers we saw with a
child
2076 Catholic church
also used as a
classroom, if needed

2079 Vietnamese
pot-belly pig
2080 Well more
than 100 feet deep
where water is
drawn
2081 Weaving woman

2082
Sow
with
piglets
nursing

2088 boy in coffee tree
2089 green tea plant
2093 huge moth, the size of my hand
2095 locked in the bathroom, by accident

2098 Professor of Linguistics at the University
2100 Jim with student, the students took us around
the campus and had the opportunity to talk English
with a native speaker. The one on the left was an
English major, the right was in computer science.

2101 Judy with student

2102 That evening, we observed and participated in the Traditional dance of the hill people while
the campfire burned. It was cool up in the mountains, hence the coats.

2130 War Relics Museum, commemorating the defeat of the American
Imperialists.
2155 Saigon
Main Post office
2161 Ho Chi
Minh’s picture
is prominently
displayed inside

2171 Notre Dame, the French brought Catholicism with them and it remains throughout
Vietnam.
2174 Child standing on motorcycle
while traveling down the street.
With the traffic congestion, the
frequent accidents and children are
not required and rarely wear
helmets, it is surprising that so
many survive to adulthood.
2175 Opera house
2191 Rubber trees, as we saw while
watching the movie, Indochina,
rubber was the key export during the
French occupation. It takes a great
deal of labor to girdle and collect the
sap from the trees to make natural
rubber.

2203 Viet Cong tunnels were the highlight of South Vietnam. The tunnels were dug by Viet
Cong soldiers and town people who were in favor of their mission. No one had the complete
plan. It was ingenious how they made the tunnels and arranged for their underground safety.
2215 Entrance to tunnels
2221 Height of tunnel, in
some areas it was best to
grab your ankles as you
walked through.
2223 air holes in tunnels,
[also Ruth]

2229 local guide goes into
the tunnel through a hole
as narrow as a man’s foot,
then I go down the same
hole.

Arms out first makes you longer and skinnier.
Gravity helps you go down but you have to push
with your legs to get out. I’m bigger than most
Vietnamese people by five inches and 25 pounds.

2246 trap doors to capture the enemy, its amazing
that they did not impale each other

2249 military health
bunker (all facilities are
underground in the
tunnels)
2255 surgery bunker
2257 meeting room
2258 second level of tunnels is more
narrow
2259 workers sawing apart an
unexploded bomb to get the parts

The Mekong River is one of the longest rivers in the world going from China via Laos and
Cambodia and ending in Vietnam. We took an excursion to see this famous waterway. The river
is broad at this point and the color of the water is brown from the silt being carried to the sea, not
far away.
2317 ladies
repair the
nets while
the
fishermen
rest

2330 net fishing is common in the river and its
tributaries
2337 we stop at a honey farm where we met this
friendly python snake

We saw how candy was made from coconuts:
2347 coconut press produces milk for candy
2349 after pressing, it is mixed with molasses and sugar
2351 cutting the candy
2354 the candy is wrapped in rice paper and
regular paper

We never saw as many motorcycles as we saw in Saigon.
They refer to it as a sea of watermelons, referring to the
helmets.
2363 traffic in Saigon

